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Consideration of digital technology in dental implant treatment
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Various considerations must be made when planning implant treatments using digital technology. These considerations include total
integrated data, implant surgical guide CAD design, and an understanding of 3D printing technology. This paper analyzes these considerations to confirm more accurate and predictable digital technology. (JOURNAL OF DENTAL IMPLANT RESEARCH 2021;40(1):10-12)
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INTRODUCTION

information. Numerous considerations are required to realize practical and efficient digital technology. It is diffi1-3)

Currently, dental clinics are in a digital age

. The

cult to use digital technology in clinical practice unless a

grafting of digital technology to existing analog dental

complete workflow is established that includes accurate

clinical technology is revolutionizing dental treatment.

knowledge of CBCT for diagnosis, use of dental CAD soft-

‘Digital dentistry’, which is faster and with better quality

6)
ware, and CAM or 3D printing for prosthesis fabrication .

than conventional procedures, brings great satisfaction to

Therefore, in this paper, we examine digital workflow for

both patients and doctors. Among the various treatments

implant treatment as a whole and will specifically cover

in this field, the most one is “dental implant” treatment,

the considerations in the diagnosis and treatment plan-

which occupies the largest proportion of clinical dentistry.

ning stages.

The introduction of digital technology for all diag-

TECHNICAL NOTE

nostics/surgical/prosthetic processes is currently at the
core of successful implant treatment, and, in this regard,
numerous academic studies are being reported and com4,5)

1. Dental implant treatment using digital technology

mercial technologies and products are being developed .

Coachman et al. integrated digital application techni-

As with all treatments, implant surgery, which is the

ques for implant surgery for complete mouth implant re-

first step, is the most important crucial part of establishing

7)
habilitation . This comprised the entire process including

a treatment plan. However, there are many challenges in

facial photo, panoramic radiographic, CT, intraoral scan-

the application of digital technology in establishing a

ning, dental CAD software, and 3D printing technology.

treatment plan in actual clinical practice. This is because,

This paper showed that it is possible to perform implant

although a dental implant treatment is being considered,

treatment in one day using digital technology. Since then,

which includes the overall resources of a dental clinic,

many clinicians and dental companies have developed

many clinicians are only accessing pieces of knowledge

various digital technologies. The digital technology cur-

and information, rather than utilizing all available

rently used for implant treatment is largely based on the
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Fig. 1. Example of integrated data (CBCT, facial photo, intraoral
scanning data).

11

Fig. 2. Bar structure design for full-mouth surgical guide.

clinicians need to further confirm the accuracy and imacquisition of intraoral information through an oral scan-

portance of CBCT for such integrated data collection.

ner, the acquisition of extraoral information through a facial scanner, the acquisition of 3D data using CBCT, and

3. Points to note when designing a surgical guide

the collection of integrated information. Based on this, di-

for digital implant guide surgery

agnostic analysis is performed and various treatment

The digital implant treatment proceeds in the order of

plans are established through dental CAD. Then, a tempo-

diagnosis using the integrated data and the design and

rary/final prosthesis is produced and completed through

manufacture of an implant surgical guide through a digi-

CAM or 3D printing. These protocols have gradually

4)
tal dental CAD program . Digital-based surgical stents

evolved to enable accurate and rapid dental treatments.

provide the necessary guide for optimal implant
placement. However, this assumes that the surgical guide

2. Importance of total data integration for implant

has been properly manufactured. Therefore, the fab-

guided surgery

rication of the surgical guide must consider the design for

Data collection in the analog era was only one-dimen-

accurate fabrication, along with the selection of the im-

sional according to each item. The oral environment was

plant location according to the accurate diagnosis.

visually checked, photographs were taken, X-ray scans

First, the design should be planned assuming the final

were obtained, and plaster models were made and set to

prosthesis is predicted by an accurate diagnosis. This is

the articulator. However, all data could not be combined

also a fundamental reason for using digital methods.

into one entity and were integrated according to the clini-

Second, if 3D printing is used to fabricate a full-mouth

cian’s own judgment.

surgical guide, the amount of contraction in the posterior

Advances in digital devices have made it possible to ac8)

region must be considered. This is a limitation of 3D

curately integrate these data. As suggested by Lee et al. ,

printing. This shrinkage can be addressed by setting the

if CBCT is used as key data and facial scan data and in-

bar structure of both posterior teeth regions (Fig. 2). Third,

traoral scan data are combined, a diagnosis can be made

it is necessary to consider a design to solve the watering

through accurate patient data (Fig. 1). In addition, such da-

problem (e.g. bone heating), which occurs when using a

ta can be converted into big data in the future and applied

surgical guide (Fig. 3). Finally, if the guide cannot be used

to various AI technologies. The three-dimensional patient

due to the mouth opening limit, it must be converted to

data are the most important factor necessary for accurate

an open-type design (Fig. 4). These considerations will fa-

diagnosis, and thus the process of integrating these data

cilitate a smooth digital guided implant treatment.

is very important. In particular, as described above, CBCT,
which is the basis of all data, is the most important and
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Fig. 3. Solution of watering problem by long guide sleeve.

4. Understanding 3D printing required for surgical
guide production
Although there are several milling and 3D printing
methods to manufacture digital surgical guide stents, economical and practical 3D printing methods are generally
9)
used . The photopolymerization method can be divided

into stereolithography (SLA), digital light processing
10)
(DLP), and liquid crystal display (LCD) . Thus, it is im-

portant to understand the advantages and disadvantages
of each method. In addition, no 3D printing method is
perfect and the shrinkage of photocurable polymers always exists. Therefore, it is necessary to be aware of these
11)
limitations . In addition, as 3D-printed products under-

go a cleaning, supporter removal, and post-curing processes after printing, it is necessary to consider each process or understand how errors occurring in each process
can be resolved.

CONCLUSION
The use of digital technology in implants has led to
treatment processes becoming easier, more comfortable,
and more accurate. However, for such a procedure to be
possible, various factors must be considered. Accurately
integrating all data, taking into account various factors
when designing the guide, and overcoming limitations in
manufacturing will bring satisfactory results for both the
patient and operator.
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Fig. 4. Open sleeve design for patient with limited mouth opening.
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